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We revisit model-based testing for labelled transition systems in the context of specications that may contain divergent behaviour, i.e., innite paths of internal computations. The standard approach based on the theory of input-output conformance, known as the
ioco-framework, cannot deal with divergences directly, as it restricts
specications to strongly convergent transition systems. Using the model
of Quiescent Input Output Transition Systems (QIOTSs), we can handle divergence successfully in the context of quiescence. Quiescence is
a fundamental notion that represents the situation that a system is not
capable of producing any output, if no prior input is provided, representing lack of productive progress. The correct treatment of this situation
is the cornerstone of the success of testing in the context of systems
that are input-enabled, i.e., systems that accept all input actions in any
state. Our revised treatment of quiescence also allows it to be preserved
under determinization of a QIOTS. This last feature allows us to reformulate the standard ioco-based testing theory and algorithms in terms
of classical trace-based automata theory, including nite state divergent
computations.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Quiescence is a fundamental notion that represents the situation that a system
is not capable of producing any output, if no prior input is provided, representing lack of productive progress. The correct treatment of this situation is the
cornerstone of the success of testing in the context of systems that are inputenabled, i.e., systems that accept all input actions in any state. The standard
approach to model-based testing of labelled transition systems, based on the
theory of input-output conformance, known as the

ioco-framework,

is based on

the explicit treatment of quiescence as an observable property of a system under
test, by treating inaction with respect to output as a special kind of null action.
The proper treatment of quiescence is complicated by the phenomenon of divergence. Transition systems are said to be divergent if their computation traces
include innite sequences of internal steps, i.e., steps that are not observable
?
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A simple communication system with acknowledgements.

as part of the communication of the system with its environment. The possibility of such innite internal computations can be a source of quiescence. The

ioco-framework cannot deal with divergent behaviour in specications directly:
it requires specications to be strongly convergent, i.e., they must contain only

nite sequences of internal actions in computations [1]. Divergence, however,
does often occur in practice.

Example 1.1.

Consider for instance the simple communication system with ac-

knowledgements and retransmissions shown in Figure 1. When hiding all actions

ackreq, negack, posack, and resend) by renaming them

related to retransmissions (
to the internal action

τ,

we obtain a specication in which innite cycles of in-

ternal actions are possible in the two `triangles' of the system, cycling through

s1 , s3 , s6 ,

and

s4 , s5 , s7 ,

t
u

respectively.

We use this example to show that there are dierences between divergences
that matter in the context of testing. It would be too simple, for example, to
create observations of quiescence for every

τ -loop.

In the example, the innite

execution of the loops of the triangles can be considered unfair, in the sense that
they would ignore the transitions of the (hidden)

posack

action. Our approach

will be that such unfair divergences cannot occur, expecting internal or output
actions to never be delayed innitely many times. This means that the triangle

s1 , s3 , s6

will ultimately enable a

send

s2 ,

which is quiescent. Of course, some

s0 , and will not
s4 , s5 , s7 will eventually

action in state

quiescence, whereas the control cycling through

τ -loops

cause
reach

can occur fairly. If we turn the

above example into an input-enabled system, which will be the typical case in the
context of this theory, then self-loops with missing input actions will be added
to states. In particular, state

s2

will get three extra transitions to itself, labelled
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with

posack?, negack?

and

disconnect?.

Upon hiding, the rst two become

τ-

loops, and cycling continuously through both of them is a fair execution of
divergence, as this does not compete with other locally controlled actions such
as other outgoing

τ -actions or outputs. The theory that we wish to develop must

deal with this variety in divergences and all the subtleties involved.
A way forward has been proposed in [2] in the form of the model of Divergent
Quiescent Transition Systems (DQTSs). This model is formulated using inputoutput automata (IOA), introduced by Lynch et al. [3], and improves the existing
theory in three respects. Firstly, it removes the restriction to strongly convergent
specications; secondly, it deals correctly with the notion of quiescence in the
presence of divergence, i.e., it distinguishes between innite computations that
can block output from occurring (and therefore should signal quiescence) vs.
those that do not; and thirdly, it revises the denition of quiescence so that
it is preserved under determinization, allowing the reformulation of

ioco-based

testing theory including divergence and the related test generation algorithms
in terms of classical trace-based automata theory.
Our purpose in this paper is also threefold. First, we want to obtain a simplied version of the model that does not need the full works of the IOA framework, such as the possibility to name internal actions and to specify fairness
constraints in great generality using task partitions. Instead, and this is our second goal, when dealing with divergences it should use the notion of fair execution
that is implicitly behind most labelled transition system modelling involving just
a single anonymous internal step

τ,

as for example captured by Milner's weak

bisimulation equivalence [4]. Finally, we want to connect this theory to the standard

ioco-algorithms for test generation [5], which is only suggested by the work

in [2], but has not yet been carried out. In doing so, this paper is nicely representative of the work on model-based testing at the University of Twente during
the long period of collaboration that we have had with Kim Larsen.

Origins.

The notion of quiescence was rst introduced by Vaandrager [6] to

obtain a natural extension of blocking states: if a system is input-enabled (i.e.,
always ready to receive inputs), then no states are blocking, since each state
has outgoing input transitions. Quiescence models the fact that a state is blocking when considering only the internal and output actions. In the context of
model-based testing, Tretmans introduced

repetitive quiescence

[7, 1]. This no-

tion emerged from the need to continue testing, even in a quiescent state. To
accommodate this, Tretmans introduced the

Suspension Automaton

(SA) as

an auxiliary concept [8]. An SA is obtained from an Input-Output Transition
System (IOTS) by rst adding to each quiescent state a self-loop labelled by
the quiescence label

δ

and by subsequently determinizing the model. As stated

above, SAs cannot cope with divergence, since divergence leads to new quiescent
states. In an attempt to remedy this situation, the TGV framework [9] handles
divergence by adding

δ -labelled

self-loops to such states. However, this treat-

ment is not satisfactory in our opinion: quiescence due to divergence can in [9]
be followed by an output action, which we nd counterintuitive.
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Overview of the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the QIOTS model, and Section 3 provides operations and properties
for them. Sections 4, 5 and 6 present the notions of test cases for QIOTSs, an
overview of testing with respect to

ioco and algorithms for generating test cases,

respectively. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 7.
This paper simplies and unites the concepts from [2] and [5] (partly by the
same authors); parts of this paper overlap with these works.
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Quiescent Input Output Transition Systems

Preliminaries

L, we use L∗ to denote the set of all nite sequences
σ = a1 a2 . . . an over L. We write |σ| = n for the length of σ , and  for the empty
sequence, and let L+ = L∗ \{  }. We let Lω denote the set of all innite sequences
∞
over L, and use L
= L∗ ∪ Lω . Given two sequences ρ ∈ L∗ and υ ∈ L∞ , we
denote the concatenation of ρ and υ by ρ υ . The projection of an element a ∈ L
on L0 ⊆ L, denoted a  L0 , is a if a ∈ L0 and  otherwise. The projection of a
0
0
0
0
0
0
sequence σ = a σ is dened inductively by (a σ )  L = (a  L )(σ  L ), and
the projection of a set of sequences Z is dened as the set of projections.
∗
0
∗
If σ, ρ ∈ L , then σ is a prex of ρ (denoted by σ v ρ) if there is a σ ∈ L
0
0
+
such that σσ = ρ. If σ ∈ L , then σ is a proper prex of ρ (denoted by σ @ ρ).
∞
We use ℘(L) to denote the power set of L. Finally, we use the notation ∃
for
Given a set

`there exist innitely many'.

2.1

Basic model and denitions

Quiescent Input Output Transition Systems (QIOTSs) are labelled transition
systems that model quiescence, i.e., the absence of outputs or internal transitions,

δ -action. Internal actions, in turn, are all represented by the special
τ -action. Thus, QIOTSs are a variety of Input Output Transition Systems of the
ioco-framework, and an adaptation of the DQTS model of [2], which, in turn,
via a special

is based on the well-known model of Input-Output Automata [10, 3].

Denition 2.1 (Quiescent Input Output Transition Systems). A Quies(QIOTS) is a tuple A = h S, s0 , LI , LO , → i,
0
where S is a set of states; s ∈ S is its initial state; LI and LO are disjoint sets
of input and output labels, respectively; and → ⊆ S × L × S is the transition
relation, where L = LI ∪ LO ∪ { τ, δ }. We assume δ, τ ∈/ (LI ∪ LO ) and δ 6= τ ,
O
I O
and use LO
δ = L ∪ { δ }. We refer to (L , Lδ ) as the action signature of A.
The following two requirements apply:
cent Input Output Transition System

1. A QIOTS must be input-enabled, i.e., for each s ∈ S and a ∈ LI , there
exists an s0 ∈ S such that (s, a, s0 ) ∈ →.
2. A QIOTS must be well-formed. Well-formedness requires technical preparation and is dened in Section 2.3.
We write QIOTS(LI , LO
δ ) for the set of all possible QIOTSs over the action
)
.
signature (LI , LO
δ
4

Semantically, QIOTSs assume progress. That is, QIOTSs are not allowed to
remain idle forever when output or internal actions are enabled. Without this
assumption, each state would be potentially quiescent. All sets in the denition
of QIOTSs can potentially be uncountable.
Given a QIOTS

A,

we denote its components by

SA , s0A , LIA , LO
A , →A .

We

omit the subscript when it is clear from the context.

Actions.

We use the terms label and action interchangeably. We often sux a

question mark (?) to input labels and an exclamation mark (!) to output labels.
These are, however, not part of the label. The label
action. Output and internal actions are called

τ

represents an internal

locally controlled,

because their

occurrence is under the control of the QIOTS. The special label

δ

is used to

denote the occurrence of quiescence.
We use the standard notations for transitions.

Denition 2.2 (Transitional notations). Let A be a QIOTS with s, s0 ∈ S ,
a, ai ∈ L, b, bi ∈ L \ { τ }, and σ ∈ (L \ { τ })+ , then:
a
s−
s0
→
a
s−
→
s−
6a
→
a1 ·...·an
s−
−
−−−−
→ s0

0
s=
⇒s
b
s =⇒
s0
b1 ·...·bn
s =====⇒ s0

=def
=def
=def
=def
=def
=def
=def

(s, a, s0 ) ∈ →
a
∃ s00 ∈ S . s −
s00
→
a
00
@s ∈ S . s −
→ s00
a1
an
∃ s0 , . . . , sn ∈ S . s = s0 −
−
→ ··· −
−
→ sn = s0
τ ·...·τ
0
0
s = s or s −−−−→ s


b
∃ s0 , s1 ∈ S . s =
s1 =
⇒ s0 →
−
⇒ s0
b1
∃ s0 , . . . , sn ∈ S . s = s0 ==⇒ · · · =b=n⇒ sn = s0

a
If s −
, we say that a is enabled in s. We use L(s) to denote the set of all actions
→
a
a ∈ L that are enabled in state s ∈ S , i.e., L(s) = { a ∈ L | s −
}. The notions
→
are lifted to innite traces in the obvious way.
We use the following language notations for QIOTSs and their behaviour.

Denition 2.3 (Language notations). Let A be a QIOTS, then:
ai
 A nite path in A is a sequence π = s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 . . . sn such that si−1 −
−
→ si
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Innite paths are dened analogously. The set of all paths
in A is denoted paths(A).
 Given any path, we write first(π) = s0 . Also, we denote by states(π) the
set of states that occur on π , and by ω -states(π) the set of states that occur
innitely often. That is, ω -states(π) = { s ∈ states(π) | ∃∞ j . sj = s }.
 We dene trace(π) = π  (L \ { τ }), and say that trace(π) is the trace of
π . For every s ∈ S , traces(s) is the set of all traces corresponding to paths
that start in s, i.e., traces(s) = { trace(π) | π ∈ paths(A) ∧ first(π) = s }.
We dene traces(A) = traces(s0 ), and say that two QIOTSs B and C are
trace-equivalent, denoted B ≈tr C , if traces(B) = traces(C).
 For a nite trace σ and state s ∈ S , reach(s, σ) denotes the set of states in A
that can be reached from s via σ , i.e., reach(s, σ)S= { s0 ∈ S | s =σ⇒ s0 }. For
a set of states S 0 ⊆ S , we dene reach(S 0 , σ) = s∈S 0 reach(s, σ).
5

When needed, we add subscripts to indicate the QIOTS these notions refer to.
a
Denition 2.4 (Determinism). A QIOTS A is deterministic if s −
s0 and
→
a
00
0
00
0 00
s−
→ s imply a 6= τ and s = s , for all s, s , s ∈ S and a ∈ L. Otherwise, A is
nondeterministic.
Each QIOTS has an obviously trace-equivalent deterministic QIOTS. Determinization is carried out using the well-known subset construction procedure.
This construction yields a system in which every state has a unique target state
per action, and internal transitions are not present anymore.

Denition 2.5 (Determinization). The determinization of a QIOTS A =
+
h S, s0 , LI , LO , → i is the QIOTS det(A) = h ℘(S) , { s0 }, LI , LO , →D i, with
+
+
+
℘(S) = ℘(S) \ ∅ and →D = { (U, a, V ) ∈ ℘(S) × L × ℘(S) | V =
reach A (U, a) ∧ V 6= ∅ }.
Example 2.1.

The (not yet well-formed) QIOTS

ministic; its determinization

2.2

det(A)

A

in Figure 2(a) is nondeter-

t
u

is shown in Figure 2(b).

Quiescence, fairness and divergence

Denition 2.6 (Quiescent state). Let A be a QIOTS. A state s ∈ S is quiescent, denoted q(s), if it has no locally-controlled actions enabled, i.e. q(s) if
s−
6 a for all a ∈ LO ∪ { τ }. The set of all quiescent states of A is denoted q(A).
→
Example 2.2.

States

s0 , s5

and

s6

of the QIOTS in Figure 2(a) are quiescent.

t
u

As we have already discussed in the introduction, the notion of fairness plays
a crucial role in the treatment of divergences in QIOTSs. As announced, we
take the solution proposed in [2] for DQTSs which in turn uses a notion of
fairness that stems from [10, 3, 11] and simplify it for our purposes. Restricted
to QIOTSs, fairness states that every locally controlled action enabled from a
state that is visited innitely often, must also be executed innitely often. Note
that nite paths are fair by default.

a?
a? s
1

s0

a?

τ
τ
s3

a?, τ
s2
τ

d!
a?

a?
{ s0 }

τ
s4

a?

a?

e!

s5

s6

{ s5 }

a?

(a) A
Fig. 2.

a?
{ s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 }
d!

e!

a?

{ s6 }

(b) det(A)

Visual representations of the (not yet well-formed) QIOTSs A and det(A).
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τ

Fig. 3.

s0

b!

s1

τ

A simple transition system with two types of divergence.

Denition 2.7 (Fair path). Let A be a QIOTS and π = s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 . . . a
a
path of A. Then, π is fair if for all s ∈ ω -states(π) and s −
s0 with a ∈ (LO ∪
→
0
{ τ }) the transition s a s occurs innitely often in π .
The set of all fair paths of a QIOTS A is denoted fpaths(A), and the set of
corresponding traces is denoted ftraces(A).
Unfair paths are considered not to occur, so from now on we only consider

fpaths(A)

and

Example 2.3.
s0 τ s0 τ s0 . . .

ftraces(A)

for the behaviour of

A.

Consider the QIOTS in Figure 3. The innite path given by
is not fair as the

b-output

is ignored forever.

π=
t
u

We can now formally introduce divergence as fair innite internal behaviour.

Denition 2.8 (Divergent path). Let A be a QIOTS, then a path π is divergent if π ∈ fpaths(A) and it contains only transitions labelled with the internal
action τ . The set of all divergent paths of A is denoted dpaths(A).
Example 2.4.

Consider the QIOTS in Figure 3 again. The innite path given by

π = s1 τ s1 τ s1 . . .

is divergent. Note that divergent traces are not preserved by

t
u

determinization.

We are now all set to allow divergent paths to occur in QIOTSs. For computability reasons, however, we assume that each divergent path in a QIOTS
contains only a nite number of states.

Denition 2.9 (State-nite path). Let A be a QIOTS and let π ∈ fpaths(A)
be an innite path. If |states(π)| < ∞, then π is state-nite.
When the system is on a state-nite divergent path, it continuously loops
through a nite number of states on this path. We call these states divergent.

Denition 2.10 (Divergent state). Let A be a QIOTS. A state s ∈ S is
, denoted d (s), if there is a (state-nite and fair) divergent path on
which s occurs innitely often, i.e., if there is a path π ∈ dpaths(A) such that
s ∈ ω -states(π). The set of all divergent states of A is denoted d (A).
divergent

Divergent paths in QIOTSs may cause the observation of quiescence in states
that are not necessarily quiescent themselves. As already illustrated in Figure 3,
state

s1

is not quiescent, since it enables the internal action

never observed on the divergent path

π = s1 τ s1 τ . . . ,

τ.

Still, output is

so that quiescence is

observed from a non-quiescent state. Note that the assumption of strong convergence of [1] does not allow such behaviour.
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2.3

Well-formedness

In Denition 2.1 we have already stipulated that, for QIOTS to be meaningful,
they have to adhere to some well-formedness conditions ensuring the consistency
of the representation of quiescence and divergence. Technically speaking, these
conditions ensure that our QIOTSs are particular instances of the DQTS model
of [2], so that we may prot from the proven properties of the more elaborate
model from [2]. We rst introduce the DQTS model.

Denition 2.11 (Divergent Quiescent Transition System). A Divergent
(DQTS) is a tuple A = h S, S 0 , LI , LO , LH , P, → i,
where S is a set of states; S 0 ⊆ S is a non-empty set of initial states; LI , LO
and LH are disjoint sets of input, output and internal labels, respectively; P is
a partition of LO ∪ LH ; and → ⊆ S × L × S is the transition relation, where
L = LI ∪ LO ∪ LH ∪ { δ }. We assume δ ∈
/ (LI ∪ LO ∪ LH ).
Quiescent Transition System

1. A DQTS A must be input-enabled, i.e. for each s ∈ S and a ∈ LI , there
exists an s0 ∈ S such that (s, a, s0 ) ∈ →.
2. A DQTS must be well-formed, i.e. it fulls Rules R1, R2, R3, and R4 stipulated below.
We use the notions

q(s) and d(s), dened earlier for QIOTSs, for DQTSs as well

in the obvious way.

Denition 2.12 (Well-formedness). A DQTS (or a QIOTS) A is well-formed
if it satises the following rules for all s, s0 , s00 ∈ S and a ∈ LI :
δ
Rule R1 (Quiescence is observable): if q(s) or d (s), then s →
.
−
δ
Rule R2 (Quiescence follows quiescence): if s →
s0 , then q(s0 ).
−
We require the observation of quiescence to result in a quiescent state. This
makes sure that no outputs are observed following a quiescence observation.
We could have been a bit more liberal for QIOTSs, replacing this rule by if

δ
s→
s0 ,
−

then

q(s0 ) ∨ d(s0 ).

After all, divergent states can never invisibly reach

any output transitions under our current fairness assumption. However, we
chose to be more strict here, requiring traditional quiescence (the absence of
any locally controlled actions) following a

δ -transition.

That way, these rules

still work in the presence of a more liberal fairness assumption that also allows
output actions to be enabled from divergent states (as in [2]).

Rule R3

(Quiescence enables no new behaviour)

:

if

δ
s→
s0 ,
−

then

traces(s0 ) ⊆

traces(s).
The observation of quiescence must not lead to actions that were not enabled
before its observation. As the observation of quiescence may be the result of an
earlier nondeterministic choice, its observation may lead to a state with fewer
enabled actions.

Rule R4
then

:

(Repeated quiescence preserves behaviour)

00

0

traces(s ) = traces(s ).
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if

δ
s →
s0
−

and

δ
s0 →
s00 ,
−

τ

s0

τ

s1

s0

τ
s2

τ

s1

a!

a!

(a) A

a!

δ

s2

s1

δ

a!
δ
(c) det(δ(A))

(b) δ(A)
Fig. 4.

s0

s2

Illustration of Rule R3.

The potential reduction of enabled actions of the previous clause only manifests
itself in the rst observation of quiescence; its continued observation adds no
new information.
For nite DQTSs/QIOTSs the validity of all rules is computable. Further
below we will discuss the computation of

Example 2.5.

d(s).

To illustrate the necessity of using

⊆

instead of

=

in Rule R3, ob-

serve the (not yet well-formed) nondeterministic system in Figure 4(a). To make
it follow Rule R1, we added a

δ -transition

to state

s2 ,

as shown in Figure 4(b).

Then, we determinized the system, obtaining the QIOTS shown in Figure 4(c).
All rules are satised. Indeed, as allowed by Rule R3,
set of

traces(s0 ).

2.4

QIOTSs versus DQTSs

traces(s2 ) is a proper subt
u

Looking at the denition of DQTSs we observe a few dierences with QIOTSs.
As the denition of DQTSs is based on the Input-Output Automata model of
Lynch and Tuttle [3], the three dierences are that there is a set of initial states,
rather than a single state; that there is a set of named internal actions, rather
than just

τ ; and that a partition P

of

LO ∪ LH

is part of the model. Concerning

the rst two dierences, the QIOTS model is just a straightforward special case
of the DQTS model. The partition

P

represents the fairness conditions that

apply to the model, which can be tuned as part of the model. The denition of

π = s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 . . . is fair if
∃ ∞ j . L(sj ) ∩ A 6= ∅, we have ∃∞ j . aj ∈ A. As

a fair path for a DQTS is as follows: a path
every

A∈P

such that

for
for

QIOTSs, state-nite divergence is assumed. The denition below shows which
DQTSs correspond to QIOTSs.

Denition 2.13 (Associated DQTS). Let A = h S, s0 , LI , LO , → i be a QIOTS,
then its associated Divergent Quiescent Transition System DQT S(A) is dened
by the tuple h S, { s0 }, LI , LO , LH , P, →0 i with
τ
1. LH = { τ(s,s0 ) | s −
s0 ∈ → };
→

9

2. P = { { a } | a ∈ LO ∪ LH }
3. →0 = → \ { (s, τ, s0 ) | (s, τ, s0 ) ∈ → } ∪ { (s, τ(s,s0 ) , s0 ) | (s, τ, s0 ) ∈ → }
It is straightforward to check that this association preserves the intended
fairness condition for QIOTSs. In [2] it is proven that well-formed DQTSs and
SAs are equivalent in terms of expressible observable behaviour: it is shown that
for every DQTS there exists a trace equivalent SA, and vice versa. Hence, except
for divergences, their expressivity coincides. This result carries over to QIOTSs,
as their restriction with respect to DQTSs does not aect the observable traces.

3
3.1

Operations and properties
Deltacation: from IOTS to QIOTS

Usually, specications are not modelled as QIOTSs directly, but rather in a formalism whose operational semantics can be expressed in terms of IOTSs. Hence,
we need a way to convert an IOTS to a (well-formed) QIOTS that captures all

possible observations of it, including quiescence. This conversion is called deltacation. As for QIOTSs, we require all IOTSs to be input-enabled for deltacation.

To satisfy rule R1, every state in which quiescence may be observed (i.e.,

δ -transition. Hence,
δ -labelled
self-loop to each quiescent state. Also, a new quiescence observation state qos s
is introduced for each divergent state s ∈ S : When quiescence is observed in s,
a δ -transition will lead to qos s . To preserve the original behaviour, inputs from
qos s must lead to the same states that the corresponding input transitions from
s led to. All these considerations together lead to the following denition for the
all quiescent and divergent states) must have an outgoing

to go from an IOTS to a QIOTS, the deltacation operator adds a

deltacation procedure for IOTSs.
As mentioned before, the SA construction that adds

δ -labelled

self-loops to

all quiescent states does not work for divergent states, since divergent states
must have at least one outgoing internal transition (and possibly even output
transitions when taking a more lenient fairness assumption, as in [2]). So, a

δ -labelled

self-loop added to a divergent state would contradict rule R2.

Denition 3.1 (Deltacation). Let A = h SA , s0 , LI , LO , →A i be an IOTS
with δ ∈/ L. The deltacation of A is δ(A) = h Sδ , s0 , LI , LO , →δ i. We dene
Sδ = SA ∪ { qos s | s ∈ d (A) }, i.e., Sδ contains a new state qos s ∈
/ SA for every
divergent state s ∈ SA of A. The transition relation →δ is as follows:
→δ = →A ∪ { (s, δ, s)
| s ∈ q(A) }
∪ { (s, δ, qos s ) | s ∈ d (A) } ∪ { (qos s , δ, qos s ) | s ∈ d (A) }
a?
∪ { (qos s , a?, s0 ) | s ∈ d (A) ∧ a? ∈ LI ∧ s −
−
→ A s0 }
Note that computing

q(A) is trivial: simply identify all states without outgod (A) is discussed further below.

ing output or internal transitions. Determining
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a?

a?
τ

s0

τ

τ

s1

s2
τ

a?

s0

a?

s3

b!, a?

τ

s2
δ τ

a?

a?

s4

s3

q0

a?

b!, a?

δ

(a) A
Fig. 5.

s1

δ

a?
s4

a?

q1

a?, δ

δ

(b) δ(A)

An IOTS A and its deltacation δ(A). Newly introduced states are grey.

Example 3.1.

See Figure 5 for IOTS

are divergent, and

q0

and

q1

A

and its deltacation. States

s1

s2

and

s0

quiescence observation states. Note that

has

an outgoing divergent path, while in accordance to rule R1 it is not given an

δ -transition.

outgoing

The reason is that, when observing quiescence due to

divergence, rule R4 prescribes that the system can only reside in

s1

or

s2 .

The

states reachable from a given state via unobservable paths assume a similar role
as the

stable

states (not having outgoing

τ -transitions)

in [1], which does not

s0 ,

deal with divergence. So, quiescence cannot be observed from
also the

a-transition

to

s3

quiescence. This is now taken care of by not having a direct

s0 .

and therefore

should not be enabled anymore after observation of

Because of this, no trace rst having

δ

and then the

b!

The results from [2] imply directly that the deltacation
a well-formed QIOTS for every IOTS

δ -transition

from

t
u

output is present.

δ(A)

indeed yields

A.

In order to compute the set of divergent states

d(A)

in a QIOTS

A,

we

proceed as follows. First, we mark all states that enable an output action; say
we colour those states red. Then, we consider the directed graph
from

A

by keeping only the

τ

by an input or output action. Thus,
In

G,

G that we obtain

transitions, and removing all transitions labelled

G = (S, E)

with

τ
E = {(s, s0 ) | s −
s0 }.
→

we compute, using Tarjan's algorithm [12], the set of all bottom strongly

connected components. Now, a state is divergent if and only if it is contained in
a bottom strongly connected component that contains no red state and has at
least one

3.2

τ -transition.

Composition of QIOTSs

Parallel composition is an important standard operation on well-formed QIOTSs,
and again is a straightforward specialization of the corresponding denition for
DQTSs in [2]. To apply the parallel composition operator we require every output
action to be under the control of at most one component [3].

Denition 3.2 (Compatibility). Two QIOTSs A and B are
O
LO
A ∩ LB = ∅.
11

compatible

if

Denition 3.3 (Parallel composition). Given two well-formed compatible
QIOTSs A and B, the parallel composition of A and B is the QIOTS A k B,
O
with SAkB = SA × SB , s0AkB = (s0A , s0B ), LIAkB = (LIA ∪ LIB ) \ (LO
A ∪ LB ),
O
O
LO
AkB = LA ∪ LB , and
→AkB = { ((s, t), a, (s0 , t0 )) ∈ SAkB × ((LA ∩ LB ) \ { τ }) × SAkB |
a
a
0
0
s−
→
→
A s ∧ t−
B t }
a
0
∪ { ((s, t), a, (s0 , t)) ∈ SAkB × (LA \ (LB \ { τ })) × SAkB | s −
→
A s }
a
0
∪ { ((s, t), a, (s, t0 )) ∈ SAkB × (LB \ (LA \ { τ })) × SAkB | t −
t
→B }

We have LAkB = LIAkB ∪ LO
AkB ∪ { τ } = LA ∪ LB .
In essence this is the usual process algebraic denition of parallel composition with synchronization on shared labels (rst set of transitions in the denition of

→AkB )

and interleaving on independent labels (second and third sets of

transitions in the denition of
synchronize, and that

3.3

τ

→AkB ).

Note that

δ

is a shared label that must

never synchronizes.

Preservation properties

In [2] it is shown that well-formed DQTSs are preserved under parallel composition and determinization. These results carry over directly to QIOTSs. This is
only possible because of the rened treatment of the denition of quiescence.
With the representation of quiescence by simple

δ -loops,

as it is done in the

SA model, preservation under determinization fails. It requires that

δ -loops

can

be unwound, because of the need to preserve Rule R2 under determinization.
Another crucial operation (on IOTSs) is deltacation. A pleasing result is
that deltacation and parallel composition commute [2]. That is, given two compatible IOTSs

A, B , such that δ ∈
/ LA ∪ LB , we have δ(A k B) ≈tr δ(A) k δ(B).

With deltacation and determinization the situation is more involved. This
is a direct consequence of the fact that determinization does not preserve quiescence. Of course, determinization removes divergences by construction, but this
is not the only source of problems, as the example in Figure 6 shows (omitting
some self-loops needed for input-enabledness, for presentation purposes).

A to a determinisδ(A) and only then obtain
a determinized version. As demonstrated in Figure 6(e), self-loops labelled δ may
It follows that when transforming a nondeterministic IOTS

tic, well-formed QIOTS, one should always rst derive

turn into regular transitions, motivating once more our choice of moving away
from Suspension Automata (that were not closed under determinization) to a
more general framework in which

3.4

δ -transitions

are treated as rst-class citizens.

Conformance for QIOTSs

The core of the

ioco-framework

is its

conformance relation,

relating specica-

tions to implementations if and only if the latter is `correct' with respect to
the former. For

ioco,

this means that the implementation never provides an
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δ
a?

a?
a?

b!

a?

δ

b!

a?
a?

δ

δ

(a) A

b!
δ

(b) det(A)

δ

(c) δ(det(A))
δ

δ
a?

a?

δ

a?
a?

δ
b!

b!

a?

δ

δ

δ

a?

δ

a?

δ

δ

(d) δ(A)
Fig. 6.

(e) det(δ(A))
Determinization and deltacation.

unexpected output (including quiescence) when it is only fed inputs that are
allowed by the specication. Traditionally, this was formalized based on the SAs
corresponding to the implementation and the specication. Now, we can apply
well-formed QIOTSs, as they already model the expected absence of outputs
by explicit

ioco

δ -transitions. As QIOTSs support divergence, using them also allows

to be applied in the presence of (nite state) divergence.

Denition 3.4 (ioco). Let Impl, Spec be well-formed QIOTSs over the same
alphabet. Then, Impl vioco Spec if and only if
∀ σ ∈ traces(Spec) . out Impl (σ) ⊆ out Spec (σ),

where out A (σ) = {a ∈ LO
δ | σa ∈ traces(A)}.
This new notion of

ioco-conformance

can be applied to extend the testing

frameworks in [8, 5], using the same basic schema: during testing, continuously
choose to either try and provide an input, observe the behaviour of the system
or stop testing. As long as the trace obtained this way, including the

δ

actions as

the result of either quiescence or divergence, is also a trace of the specication,
the implementation is correct.
Since all QIOTSs are required to be input-enabled, it is easy to see that

ioco-

conformance precisely corresponds to traditional trace inclusion over well-formed
QIOTSs (and hence,

vioco

is transitive). Note that this only holds because the

specication Spec and implementation Impl are already represented as QIOTSs;
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b!

a?

(a)

a?

(b)

0

Spec

b!

(c)

0

Impl

Fig. 7.

a?

δ

a?

(d)

Spec

Impl

Illustration of Example 3.2.
0

0

trace inclusion of the IOTSs Impl and Spec from which these QIOTSs may have
been generated does not necessarily imply that Impl

vioco

Spec. The following

example illustrates this.

Example 3.2.

Consider the systems shown in Figure 7, all over the action sig-

0
0
(LI , LO
δ ) = ({a?}, {b!, δ}). Clearly, both the IOTSs Spec and Impl are
0
0
input-enabled, and also traces(Impl ) ⊆ traces(Spec ). However, when looking
at the corresponding QIOTSs Spec and Impl, we see that δ ∈ outImpl (), but
δ 6∈ outSpec (). Therefore, outImpl () 6⊆ outSpec (), and as  ∈ traces(Spec) by
denition Impl 6vioco Spec.
t
u
nature

Clearly, action hidingrenaming output actions to
preserve

vioco .

τ does

not necessarily

After all, it may introduce quiescence where that is not allowed

by the specication. (Note also that

δ -transitions

may need to be added after

hiding. We refer to [2] for a detailed exposition of the hiding operator on DQTSs.)

4

Test cases and test suites

We present part of the testing framework introduced in [5], applying it to
QIOTSs instead of the more basic QTSs used there. Whether the

δ -transitions

in QIOTSs were introduced because of traditional quiescence or divergence does
not inuence their behaviour, so all results from [5] still hold and the proofs are
not all repeated here.

4.1

Tests over an action signature

We apply model-based testing in a

black-box

manner: to execute a test case

on a system, one only needs an executable of the implementation. Hence, test
cases and test suites can be dened solely based on the so-called

(LI , LO
δ ),

also called

interface, of the implementation.

action signature

A test case describes the behaviour of a tester. At each moment in time the
tester either stops, or waits for the system to do something, or tries to provide
an input. This is represented for each trace (a
either (1) no other traces of which

σ

with all output actions from

σ

LO
δ ,

or (3) a single trace

in the test case having

σa?

σb! that extend
σ with
be traces σb! for

extending

a? ∈ LI . In the third case, there should also
b! ∈ LO (excluding δ ), as the implementation may be

an input action
all actions

history ) σ

is a prex, (2) several traces
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faster than the

tester. A test case contains all behaviour that

may occur during testing  during

an actual test, however, only one complete trace of the test will be observed.

Denition 4.1 (Test case). A test case (or shortly a test) over an action
I
O ∗
signature (LI , LO
δ ) is a set of traces t ⊆ (L ∪ Lδ ) such that
 t is prex-closed;
 t does not contain an innite increasing sequence σ0 @ σ1 @ σ2 @ . . . 1 ;
 For every trace σ ∈ t, we have either
1. {a ∈ LI ∪ LO
δ | σa ∈ t} = ∅, or
O
2. {a ∈ LI ∪ LO
δ | σa ∈ t} = Lδ , or
I
O
3. {a ∈ L ∪ Lδ | σa ∈ t} = {a?} ∪ LO for some a? ∈ LI .
Test cases should not contain an innite trace

∗
I
O ∞
(LI ∪ LO
δ ) instead of (L ∪ Lδ ) )
a, aa, aaa, . . . (taken care of by the second
ing

aaa . . .

(taken care of by us-

or an innite increasing sequence
condition), since we want the test

process to end at some point. By requiring them to adhere to the observations
made above on the type of traces that they contain, they necessarily represent
a deterministic tester (i.e., they never nondeterministically choose between different input actions).
We note that test cases can be represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
as well.

Denition 4.2 (Test case notations). Given an action signature (LI , LO
δ ),
I O
 we use T (LI , LO
δ ) to denote the set of all tests over (L , Lδ ).
I
O
 we dene a test suite over (L , Lδ ) to be a set of tests over (LI , LO
δ ). We
I O
denote the set of all test suites over (LI , LO
δ ) by TS(L , Lδ ).

Given a test case t over (LI , LO
δ ),

 we say that the length of t is the supremum of the lengths of the traces in t,
i.e., sup{|σ| | σ ∈ t}. Note that this length is an element of N ∪ {∞}.
 we say that t is linear if there exists a trace σ ∈ t such that every non-empty
trace ρ ∈ t can be written as σ 0 a, where σ 0 v σ and a ∈ LI ∪ LO
δ . The trace
σ is called the main trace of t.
 we use ctraces(t) to denote the complete traces of t, i.e., all traces σ ∈ t for
which there is no ρ ∈ t such that σ @ ρ.
Example 4.1.

The restriction that a test case cannot contain an innite increas-

ing sequence makes sure that every test process will eventually terminate. However, it does not mean that the length of a test case is necessarily nite.
To see this, observe the two tests shown in Figure 8 (represented as DAGs,
and for presentation purposes not showing all transitions). The DAG shown
in Figure 8(a) is not allowed, as it contains the innite path

b! b! b! b! . . . .

There-

fore, a test process based on this DAG may never end. The DAG shown in Figure 8(b), however, is a valid test. Although it has innite length (after all, there

1

If LI ∪ LO
δ is nite, we can replace this requirement by asking that t is nite.
15

a1 !
a!

mm

b!

b1 ?

b!

a!

mm
a2 !

mm a
mm
4!
a3 !
b1 ?

b1 ?

b2 ?

b2 ?

a!
b3 ?

(a) A test not allowed.
Fig. 8.

(b) A test that is allowed.
Innite tests.

is no boundary below which the length of every path stays), there does not exist
an innite path; every path begins with an action

i−1<∞

ai

and then continues with

actions.

Note that every test that can be obtained by cutting o Figure 8(a) at a
certain depth is linear, whereas the test in Figure 8(b) is not.

t
u

Denition 4.3 (Tests for a specication). Let Spec = h S, s0 , LI , LO , → i be
a specication (i.e., a QIOTS), then a test for Spec is a test over (LI , LO
δ ). We
denote the universe of tests and test suites for Spec by T (Spec) and TS(Spec),
respectively.
4.2

Test annotations, executions and verdicts

Before testing a system, we obviously need to dene which outcomes of a test case

passes ), and which are considered
fails ). For this purpose we introduce annotations.

are considered correct (the system
(the system

incorrect

Denition 4.4 (Annotations). Let t be a test case, then an annotation of t
is a function a : ctraces(t) → {pass, fail }. A pair t̂ = (t, a) consisting of a test
case together with an annotation for it is called an annotated test case, and a
set of such pairs Tb = {(ti , ai )} is called an annotated test suite.
When representing a test case as DAG, we depict the annotation function by
means of labels on its leaves (see Figure 9(b)).
Running a test case can basically be considered as the parallel composition
of the test and the implementation, after rst mirroring the action labels of
the test for synchronisation to take place (changing inputs into outputs and the

2

other way around) . Note that the test and the implementation synchronise on
all visible actions, that the implementation cannot block any inputs and that the

2

Technically, parallel composition was only dened for QIOTSs, and test cases are
no QIOTSs. However, the idea can easily be lifted. Moreover, the actual formal
denition of the execution of a test case below circumvents this issue by directly
dening the results of the parallel composition.
16

beep!
δ

τ
δ

s0

pass

ping!

δ
pass

fail

s1
τ

beep!

δ

beep!

δ

τ
s2

τ

(a) Implementation
Fig. 9.

(b) Test case t and parallel composition.

Impl

An implementation, test case and their parallel composition.

test cannot block any outputs (except at the end). Therefore, it can easily be seen
that the set of possible traces arising from this parallel composition is just the
intersection of the trace sets of the test and the implementation. We are mainly
interested in the complete traces of this intersection, as they contain the most
information. Also, we prefer to exclude the empty trace, as it cannot be observed
during testing anyway (rather, it could be observed by means of a
To accommodate this, we directly dene the set of possible
case

t

δ -transition).

executions

of a test

given an implementation Impl as follows.

Denition 4.5 (Executions). Let (LI , LO
δ ) be an action signature, t a test
I O
case over (LI , LO
δ ), and Impl an QIOTS over (L , Lδ ). Then,
exect (Impl) = traces(Impl) ∩ ctraces(t)
are the

executions

Example 4.2.

of t given

.

Impl

Consider the implementation in Figure 9(a) and the corresponding

test case in Figure 9(b). Figure 9(b) additionally shows their parallel composition (after rst mirroring the test case). Note that it is immediately clear from
this parallel composition that the erroneous output

ping !

is not present in the

implementation. By denition, the executions of this test case
mention Impl are

exect (Impl) = {beep!, δ}.

t given the implet
u

Based on an annotated test case (or test suite) we assign a verdict to implementations; the verdict

pass

is given when the test case can never nd any

erroneous behaviour (i.e., there is no trace in the implementation that is also
in

ctraces(t) and was annotated by fail ), and the verdict fail

is given otherwise.

Denition 4.6 (Verdict functions). Let (LI , LO
δ ) be an action signature and
t̂ = (t, a) an annotated test case over (LI , LO
)
.
The
verdict function for t̂ is the
δ
function
vt̂ : QIOTS(LI , LO
δ ) → {pass, fail },
17

given for any QIOTS

Impl


vt̂ (Impl) =

by

pass if ∀ σ ∈ exect (Impl) . a(σ) = pass ;
fail otherwise.

We extend vt̂ to a function vTb : QIOTS(LI , LO
δ ) → {pass, fail } assigning a verdict to implementations based on a test suite, by putting vTb (Impl) = pass if
vt̂ (Impl) = pass for all t̂ ∈ Tb, and vTb (Impl) = fail otherwise.
Remark 4.1. Note that during (and after) testing we only have a partial view
of the set exect (Impl), and hence of Impl: each time we run a test case on an
implementation, we see only one single trace in the test case. Additionally, we
are not in control of which traces we see. It is the implementation that decides
which branch is selected. Hence, each test case should be executed a number of
times to cover all behaviour. This implies that testing is inherently incomplete;
even though no failure has been observed, there still may be faults left in the

t
u

system.

5

Testing with respect to vioco

The conformance relation

vioco

is of vital importance in the test process, as it

captures precisely which behaviour is considered valid and which is considered
invalid. Based on Denition 3.4, it induces the following annotation function:

Denition 5.1 (ioco-annotation). Let t be an (unannotated) test case for
a specication Spec. The annotation function aioco ,t : ctraces(t) → {pass, fail }
for t is given by
Spec


 fail if ∃ σ1 ∈ traces(Spec), a! ∈ LO
δ .
ioco
σ w σ1 a! ∧ σ1 a! ∈
/ traces(Spec);
aSpec,t (σ) =

pass otherwise.
The basic idea is that we generally assign a fail verdict only to sequences
σ that can be written as σ = σ1 a!σ2 such that σ1 ∈ traces(Spec) and σ1 a! ∈
/
traces(Spec); that is, when there is an output action that leads us out of the
traces of Spec. Note that if we can write σ = σ1 b?σ2 such that σ1 ∈ traces(Spec)
and σ1 b? ∈
/ traces(Spec), then we assign a pass , because in this case an unexI
pected input b? ∈ L was provided by the test case. Hence, any behaviour that
comes after this input is ioco-conforming.

Remark 5.1.
σ = σ1 b?σ2

In our setting of input-enabled specications, the scenario in which

such that

σ1 ∈ traces(Spec) and σ1 b? ∈
/ traces(Spec), cannot occur.
aioco
(σ)
=
pass
if
and
only
if σ ∈ traces(Spec).
t
u
Spec,t

The denition reduces to

Example 5.1.

In Figure 10, test case

t3

is annotated according to

aioco
.
Spec,t3

Test

t1 is not, though, since it should allow the trace a! and not the trace b!
O
(since  ∈ traces(Spec), b! ∈ Lδ and b! 6∈ traces(Spec)). Test case t2 is also not
ioco
annotated according to aSpec,t , since it erroneously allows δ .
t
u
3
case
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Given a specication Spec, any test case

sound

t

annotated according to

aioco
Spec,t

is

vioco . Intuitively, a sound test case never rejects a
I O
correct implementation. That is, for all implementations Impl ∈ QIOTS(L , Lδ )
it holds that vt̂ (Impl) = fail implies Impl 6vioco Spec. It is easy to see that, as
vioco coincides with trace inclusion due to input-enabledness, a test case is sound
if ∀ σ ∈ ctraces(t) . σ ∈ traces(Spec) =⇒ a(σ) = pass .
ioco
The fact that aSpec,t yields sound test cases follows directly from the above
for Spec with respect to

observation and Remark 5.1.

Proposition 5.1. Let Spec be a specication, then the annotated test suite Tb =
{(t, aioco ,t ) | t ∈ T (Spec)} is sound for Spec with respect to vioco .
Spec

To also state a completeness property we rst introduce a canonical form
for sequences, based on the idea that it is never needed to test for quiescence
multiple times consecutively.

Denition 5.2 (Canonical traces). Let σ be a sequence over a label set L with
δ ∈ L, then its canonical form canon(σ) is the sequence obtained by replacing
every occurrence of two or more consecutive δ actions by δ , and, when σ ends
in one or more δ actions, removing all those. The canonical form of a set of
sequences S ⊆ L∗ is the set
canon(S) = {canon(σ) | σ ∈ S}.
The following proposition precisely characterises the requirement for a test suite
to be complete with respect to

vioco .

Intuitively, a complete test suite never

accepts an incorrect implementation. That is,
spect to
Impl

vioco

6vioco

if for all implementations Impl

Spec

Tb is complete for Spec with re∈ QIOTS(LI , LO
δ ) it holds that

=⇒ vTb (Impl) = fail .

Proposition 5.2. Given a specication Spec and a test suite Tb ⊆ {(t, aioco ,t ) |
t ∈ T (Spec)}, Tb is complete for Spec with respect to vioco if and only if
Spec

∀ σ ∈ canon(traces(Spec)) .

b
(σ)
6= LO
Spec
δ =⇒ ∃ (t, a) ∈ T . σδ ∈ t

out
Proof (sketch).

This proposition states that a complete test suite should be able

to observe the implementation's behaviour following every canonical trace of the
specication (except when all behaviour is allowed). Hence, no possible unexpected (erroneous) outputs are impossible to detect, and indeed every incorrect
implementation can be caught. The fact that we can restrict to canonical traces
stems from well-formedness rules R2 and R4, which make sure that it is never

t
u

necessary to directly observe again after observing quiescence.

Example 5.2.

Consider the specication, implementation and test cases shown

in Figure 10, all assuming
due to the unexpected
Test case

t1

b!

LO = {a!, b!}

and

LI = ∅.

Note that Impl

6vioco

Spec

output.

is not sound for Spec with respect to

correct implementation Spec. Test case

t2
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vioco ,

since it fails the

is sound, though, as it only rejects

δ
a!

s0

s1

(a) Specication

a!
fail

δ
fail

b!
a!

s0

s1

(b) Implementation

Spec

b!

a!
pass

pass

(c) Unsound test case t1

δ

Impl

b!

pass

fail

(d) Incomplete test case t2

a!

δ

b!

fail

a!
fail

fail

b!

δ
pass

fail

(e) Sound, complete and consistent test case t3
Fig. 10.

A specication, implementation and test cases.

implementations that start with an unexpected

b!

(as not allowed by

vioco ).

Although t2 is sound, it is not complete; it does not detect Impl to be erroneous,
since it stops testing after the rst transition.
Using the characterisation of completeness, we can now easily show that each
test suite containing the test case
After all,

t3

vioco .
a!δ ∈ t3 . Note

is complete for Spec with respect to

canon(traces(Spec)) = {, a!},

that we can indeed stop testing after the

and indeed

δ ∈ t3

and

δ observation, since the well-formedness
δ transition.
t
u

rules of QIOTSs do not allow any outputs after a

Soundness is a necessary, but not a sucient property for an annotated test
case to be useful. Indeed, a test case annotated with only pass verdicts is always
sound. Therefore, we prefer a test case to give a fail verdict whenever it should,
i.e., whenever its execution with an implementation produces a trace that is not
allowed by the specication. Of course, completeness of a test suite makes sure
that such traces are failed by at least one test case in the suite, but that is
not necessarily ecient, and moreover, full completeness is rarely achievable. In
practice, there are two reasons why testing is always incomplete: rst, a complete
test suite typically has innitely many test cases, whereas we can execute only
nitely many of them. Second, as observed in Remark 4.1, executing one test case
yields only a partial view of the implementation, as each test execution reveals
a single trace from the test. Therefore, we propose the more local notion of

20

consistency, extending soundness by requiring that implementations should not
pass a test case that observes behaviour that is not allowed by the specication.

Denition 5.3 (Consistency). Let Spec be a specication over an action signature (LI , LO
δ ), and t̂ = (t, a) an annotated test case for Spec. Then, t̂ is consistent for Spec with respect to vioco if it is sound, and for every trace σ ∈ ctraces(t)
it holds that a(σ) = pass implies that σ is indeed allowed by the specication,
i.e.,
∀ σ ∈ ctraces(t) . a(σ) = pass =⇒ σ ∈ traces(Spec)

An annotated test suite is consistent with respect to vioco if all its test cases are.
As soundness requires that

σ ∈ ctraces(t), and consistency
σ ∈ traces(Spec), together they

σ ∈ traces(Spec)

implies

a(σ) = pass for every
a(σ) = pass implies

additionally requires that
require

∀ σ ∈ ctraces(t) . a(σ) = pass ⇐⇒ σ ∈ traces(Spec)
Clearly, if a consistent (and hence sound) test suite contains all traces of the
specication, it is complete.

Example 5.3.

In Example 5.2, the test case

t2

is not consistent, since it allows

quiescence in the initial state. The specication does not allow this behaviour,
though. Test case

t3

is sound, complete

and

t
u

consistent.

Besides being sound and possibly complete, the test cases annotated according to

aioco

are also consistent. Hence, whenever they detect behaviour that

could not occur in any correct implementation, they assign a

fail

verdict. This

follows directly from Remark 5.1 and the denition of consistency.

Proposition 5.3. Let Spec be a specication, then the annotated test suite Tb =
{(t, aioco ,t ) | t ∈ T (Spec)} is consistent for Spec with respect to vioco .
Spec

Obviously, for all practical purposes test suites denitely should be sound,
and preferably complete (although the latter can never be achieved for any nontrivial specication due to an innite amount of possible traces). Moreover, inconsistent test suites should be avoided as they ignore erroneous behaviour.
Note that, as already mentioned in Remark 4.1, not the whole possible range
of traces that Impl may exhibit will in general be observed during a single test
execution. Moreover, although our fairness assumption implies that all traces of
Impl will eventually be seen, many executions may be necessary to indeed detect

all erroneous behaviour.

5.1

Optimisation: fail-fast and input-minimal tests

The tests from Tretmans'

ioco-theory

fail-fast
input-minimal

[8] are required to be

stop testing after the rst observation of an error) and

(i.e., they
(i.e., they

do not apply input actions that are unexpected according to the specication).
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Denition 5.4 (Optimisations). Let
signature (LI , LO
δ ), then

Spec

be a specication over an action

 a test t is

fail-fast with respect to Spec if σ 6∈ traces(Spec) implies that
∀ a ∈ L . σa 6∈ t;
 a test t is input-minimal with respect to Spec if for all σa? ∈ t with a? ∈ LI
it holds that σ ∈ traces(Spec) implies σa? ∈ traces(Spec).
The reason for restricting to fail-fast test cases is that

ioco denes implementa-

tions to be nonconforming if they have at least one nonconforming trace. Hence,
once such a trace is observed, the verdict can be given and no further testing
is needed. The reason for restricting to input-minimal test cases is that
allows any behaviour after a trace

σ 6∈ traces(Spec)

ioco

anyway, invalidating the

need to test for such behaviour. We note that, in our context of input-enabled
specications, all tests are input-minimal.
Note that for a test case
implies

6

t

that is both fail-fast and input-minimal

σa? ∈ t

σa? ∈ traces(Spec).

Algorithms for test case derivation

So far, we dened a framework in which specications can be modelled as
QIOTSs and test cases for them can be specied, annotated and executed. Moreover, we presented the conformance relation
tate test cases according to

ioco

ioco,

and provided a way to anno-

in a sound manner. Finally, we discussed that

we can restrict test suites to only contain fail-fast and input-minimal test cases.
The one thing still missing is a procedure to automatically generate test
cases from a specication. We describe two algorithms for test case generation:
batch testing, or oine testing, that generates a set of test cases rst, and then
executes these; and on-the-y or online test case generation, which generates
test inputs while executing the system-under-test.

6.1

Batch test case derivation

Algorithm 1 describes batchGen, which generates a set of test cases. The input of
this function is a specication Spec and a history

after

then is a test case that can be applied

σ ∈ traces(Spec). The output
σ has taken place. The

the history

idea is to call the function initially with history

,

obtaining a test case that can

be applied without any start-up phase.
For each call to batchGen, a nondeterministic choice is made. Either the
empty test case is returned (used for termination), or a test case is generated
that starts by observation, or a test case is generated that starts by stimulation.
The fair execution of these alternatives will guarantee eventually the selection
of the rst alternative, and with that, termination.
In case stimulation of some input action
case containing the empty trace
the form

a?σ 0

where

σ0



a?

is chosen, this results in the test

(to stay prex-closed), a number of traces of

is a trace from a test case starting with history
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σa?,

Algorithm 1: Batch test case generation for ioco.
Input:

A specication Spec and history σ ∈ traces(Spec)
A test case t for Spec such that t is input-minimal and fail-fast

Output:

batchGen(Spec, σ )
[true] →
return {}
[true] →
result := {}
O
forall b! ∈ Lδ do
if σb! ∈ traces(Spec) then
result := result ∪ {b!σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen(Spec, σb!)}

procedure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

else

result := result ∪ {b!}

8

end
end
return result
[a? ∈ LI ] →
result := {} ∪ {a?σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen(Spec, σa?)}
O
forall b! ∈ L
do
if σb! ∈ traces(Spec) then
result := result ∪ {b!σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen(Spec, σb!)}

9
10
11
12
13
14

else

result := result ∪ {b!}

15

end
end

16

return

result

the form

b!σ

0

, where

traces of the form

b! ∈ LO

(so b! 6= δ ), a number of traces of
σ is a trace from a test case starting with history σb!. No
b!σ 0 (with σ 0 6= ) are added when the output b! is erroneous;

and, for every possible output action

0

this makes sure that the resulting test case will be fail-fast.
If observation is chosen, this results in the test case containing the empty

 (again, to stay prex-closed) and, for every possible output action b! ∈ LO
δ ,
0
0
some traces of the form b!σ , where σ is a trace from a test case starting with
history σa?. Again, we stop instantly after an erroneous output.
trace

Remark 6.1.

Note that, for eciency reasons, the algorithm could be changed

σ . Then,
(Spec, σ, S 0 ), the conditions in line 6
0
and 13 would become ∃ s ∈ S . b! ∈ LSpec (s), the recursive calls in line 7 and 14
0
would add a third parameter reach Spec (S , b!), and the recursive call in line 11
0
would add a third parameter reach Spec (S , a?).
t
u

to remember the states in which the system might be after history
the parameters of batchGen would become

Remark 6.2.

Clearly, it is impossible to explicitly store any nontrivial test case

for a specication over an innite number of output actions, as for such systems
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a single observation already leads to an innite test case. In that case, the algorithm should be considered a pseudo-algorithm. The algorithm for on-the-y
test case derivation, presented in the next section, will still be feasible.

t
u

Theorem 6.1. Let Spec be a specication, and t = batchGen(Spec, ). Then, t
is a fail-fast and input-minimal test case for Spec.
Proof (sketch).

We need to show that the conditions of Denition 4.1 are satis-

ed. Prex-closedness can be shown using induction over the length of a trace,
as every step of the algorithm suxes at most one action and also returns

. Fur-

thermore, as every iteration of the algorithm increases the length of the test case
by one, a test case obtained by running the algorithm (a nite amount of time)
can never have an innite increasing sequence. Finally, the required structure of
the traces precisely corresponds to what's happening in the three nondeterministic choices: either suxing nothing, suxing all outputs including
an input and all output actions excluding

δ.

Note that Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 imply that
consistent for Spec with respect to

t̂ = (t, aioco
)
Spec,t

δ , or suxing
t
u
is sound and

vioco .

The next theorem states that, in principle, every possible fault can be discovered by a test case generated using Algorithm 1. More specically even, it
can always be found by a

linear

one.

Theorem 6.2. Let Spec be a specication, and T the set of all linear test cases
that can be generated using Algorithm 1. Then, the annotated test suite Tb =
{(t, aioco ,t ) | t ∈ T } is complete for Spec with respect to vioco .
Spec

Proof.

By Proposition 5.2 we know that

Tb

is complete for Spec with respect to

σ ∈ canon(traces(Spec)) either the specication allows all outputs
b
(including quiescence) after σ , or there exists an annotated test case (t, a) ∈ T
such that σδ ∈ t.
Let σ = a1 a2 . . . an ∈ canon(traces(Spec)). We now show that indeed there
exists a linear test case t ∈ T such that σδ ∈ t by constructing this test case.
We will construct it in such a way that σ will be the main trace of t.
In the rst iteration, we resolve the nondeterminism based on the action a1 .
I
If a1 ∈ L , then we choose to stimulate a1 . This results in several recursive calls;
O
one for the history a? and one for every b! ∈ L . For all the outputs b! the next
choice should be to return ; that way, t remains linear as all traces only deviate
O
one action from the main trace σ . If a1 ∈ Lδ , then we choose to observe. This
O
results again in several recursive calls; one for every b! ∈ Lδ . Now, for all outputs
b! 6= a1 the recursive call should return  for t to remain linear.
In the second iteration, caused by the recursive call with history a1 , the same
th iteration, having history σ ,
strategy should be applied. Finally, at the (n + 1)
choose to observe. This causes σδ to be added to t. Now return  in all remaining
recursive calls to terminate the algorithm.
t
u
vioco

if for all
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Clearly, this implies that the set of all (not necessarily linear) test cases that
can be generated using Algorithm 1 is complete. Still, some issues need to be
taken into consideration.
First, as mentioned before, almost every system needs an innite test suite
to be tested completely, which of course is not achievable in practice. In case of a
countable number of actions and states this test suite can at least be provided by
the algorithm in the limit to innitely many recursive steps, but for uncountable
specications this would not even be the case anymore (because in innitely
many steps the algorithm is only able to provide a countable set of test cases).
Second, although the set of all test cases derivable using the algorithm is
in theory complete, this does not necessarily mean that every erroneous implementation is detected by running all of these tests once. After all, because of
nondeterminism, faulty behaviour might not show during testing, even though it
may turn up afterwards. Only if all possible outcomes of every nondeterministic
choice are guaranteed to be taken at least once during testing, a complete test
suite can indeed observe all possible erroneous traces of an implementation. We
refer to [13] for more details on expected test coverage (including probabilistic
computations).
Despite these restrictions, the completeness theorem provides important information about the test derivation algorithm: it has no `blind spots'. That is,
for every possible erroneous implementation there exists a test case that can
be generated using Algorithm 1 and can detect the erroneous behaviour. So, in
principle every fault can be detected.

6.2

On-the-y test case derivation

Instead of executing predened test cases, it is also possible to derive test cases
on-the-y. A procedure to do this in a sound manner is depicted in Algorithm 2.
We note that the eciency considerations of Remark 6.1 also apply to this
algorithm.
The input of the algorithm consists of a specication Spec and a concrete
implementation Impl. The algorithm contains one local variable,

σ,

which repre-

sents the trace obtained thus far; it is therefore initialised with the empty trace .
Then, the while loop is executed a nondeterministic number of times.
For every test step there is a nondeterministic choice between ending the
test, observing, or stimulating the implementation by any of the input actions.
In case observation is chosen, the output provided by the implementation (either
a real output action or

δ)

is appended to

σ.

Also, the correctness of this output

is veried by checking if the trace obtained thus far is contained in
If not, the verdict

fail

traces(Spec).

can be given, otherwise we continue. In case stimulation is

chosen, the implementation is stimulated with one of the inputs that are allowed
by the specication, and the history is updated. By denition of

ioco

no

fail

verdict can immediately follow from stimulation, so we continue with the next
iteration. As the implementation might provide an output action before we are
able to stimulate, a try-catch block is positioned around the stimulation to be
able to handle an incoming output action. Moreover, the stimulation and the
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Algorithm 2: On-the-y test case derivation for ioco.
A specication Spec, a concrete implementation Impl.
The verdict pass when the observed behaviour of Impl was
ioco-conform Spec, and the verdict fail when a nonconforming trace
was observed during the test.

Input:

Output:

1 σ := 
2 while true do
3
[true] →
4
return pass
5
[true] →
6
observe Impl's next output b! (possibly δ )
7
σ := σb!
8
if σ 6∈ traces(Spec) then return fail
9
[a? ∈ LI ] →
10
try
11
atomic
12
stimulate Impl with a?
13
σ := σa?
end

an output b! occurs before a? could be provided
σ := σb!
if σ 6∈ traces(Spec) then return fail

14
15
16

catch

end
end

17

return

update of

pass

σ

are put in an atomic block, preventing the scenario where an output

that occurs directly after a stimulation prevents

σ

from being updated properly.

Theorem 6.3. Algorithm 2 is sound and consistent with respect to vioco .
Proof.

We rst prove soundness. Note that

σ

keeps track of the trace exhibited

by the implementation thus far. The only way for the algorithm to return

σ 6∈ traces(Spec) after an observation. In that case,
traces(Impl) 6⊆ traces(Spec) and hence Impl 6vioco Spec.
when

fail

For consistency, note that the only way for the algorithm to return
is when

σ ∈ traces(Spec)

is

indeed we found that

pass

by the end of the last iteration. As the on-the-y

algorithm basically is a test case with only one complete trace, this directly

t
u

satises the denition of consistency.

The algorithm is obviously not complete when run only once. However, it is
easy to see that, just like for the batch test case generation algorithm, there is
no erroneous implementation that cannot be caught in principle. The more often
it is run, the more likely that erroneous transitions are detected.
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7

Conclusions and future work
ioco-theory for model-based testing so that it can
τ -loops. Divergences are common in practice, for in-

This paper has revisited the
handle divergences, i.e.,

stance as a result of action hiding. Hence, our results extend model-based testing
techniques to an important class of new models.
We have phrased

ioco-theory

in a trace-based setting, using only standard

concepts from labelled transition systems. Technically, our treatment of divergence proceeds via the QIOTS model, where quiescence is modelled as a special
output action. QIOTSs constitute a clean modelling framework, closed under
parallel composition, action hiding and determinization. This paves the way to
further study compositionality results; compositionality is widely recognized as
one of the most crucial techniques to handle the complexity of today's systems.
Further, testers can be oblivious of the QIOTS model, since any input/output
transition system can be transformed into a QIOTS via a deltacation operator.
This work spawns two directions for future research. First, our setting requires that

τ -loops

contain nitely many states only. This restriction is needed

to ensure well-formedness of the deltication operator. Second, as mentioned, it
is interesting to study compositionality results for systems with divergences.
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